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Knowledge Representation 

Many of the problems machines are expected to solve will require extensive 

knowledge about the world. Among the things that AI needs to represent are: 

objects, properties, categories and relations between objects; and many others. 

There are many methods can be used for knowledge representation and they can 

be described as follows:- 

 

1. Propositional Logic 

2. Predicate Logic 

3. Semantic Network 

4. Conceptual Graph 

5. Frame Representation 

 

1. Propositional Logic (calculus) 

 

• Truth symbols: true, false  

• Propositional symbols: P, Q, S, ...  (atomic sentences) 

• Wrapping parentheses: ( … ) 

• Sentences are combined by connectives:  

  ...and     [conjunction] 

  ...or     [disjunction] 

  ...implies    [implication / conditional] 

 .is equivalent   [biconditional] 

  ...not     [negation] 

 

 

 

Examples 

 



➢ It is hot 

     p 

 

➢ It is not hot 

 p      ך 

 

➢ If it is raining, then will not go to mountain 

  p  →          ךq 

 

➢ The food is good and the service is good 

    x          ∧        y 

 

➢ If The food is good and the service is good then the restaurant is good 

   x  ∧  y         →  z 

 

The prepositional calculus has its limitations that you cannot deal properly 

with general statements because it represents each statement by using some 

symbols jointed with connectivity tools. 

 

2. Predicate Logic: 

To solve the limitations in the prepositional calculus, you need to analyze 

propositions into predicates and arguments, and deal explicitly with 

quantification. Predicate Logic provides formalism for performing this analysis 

of prepositions and additional methods for reasoning with quantified 

expressions. 

Examples 

 

- All basketball players are tall 



• ∀X play(X, basketball) →tall(X) 

 

- John like anyone who likes books 

• like(X,book) →like(john,X) 

 

- Nobody likes taxes 

 X likes(X,taxes)∃ך •

 

- There is a person who writes computer class 

• ∃X write(X,computer class) 

 

- John did not study but he is lucky 

 study(john)∧luky(john)ך •

 

- All cats and dogs are animals 

• ∀X∀Y cats(X) ∧dogs(Y) →animals(X)∧animals(Y) 

 

Resolution: 

Resolution is a technique for proving theorems in the predicate calculus 

using the resolution by refutation algorithm. The resolution refutation proof 

procedure answers a query or deduces a new result by reducing the set of 

clauses to a contradiction. 

The Resolution by Refutation Algorithm includes the following steps:- 

a) Convert the statements to predicate Logic. 

b) Convert the statements from predicate logic to clause forms. 

c) Add the negation of what is to be proved to the clause forms. 

d) Resolve the clauses to producing new clauses and producing a contradiction 

by generating the empty clause. 



 
Clause Form 

The statements that produced from predicate logic method are nested and 

very complex to understand, so this will lead to more complexity in resolution 

stage , therefore the following algorithm is used to convert the predicate logic 

to clause form:- 

1. Eliminate all (→) by replacing each instance of the form (P → Q) by 

expression (ךP˅Q)  

2. Reduce the scope of negation. 

 a ≡ (aך)ך

 b(X) ך b(X) ≡∃X (X∀)ך

 b(X)ך b(X) ≡∀X (X∃)ך

 bך˅aך ≡ (a∧b)ך

 bך˄aך ≡ (a˅b)ך

3. Standardize variables: rename all variables so that each quantifier has its 

own unique variable name. For example,  

∀X a(X) ˅ ∀X b(X) ≡ ∀X a(X) ˅ ∀Y b(Y)  

4. Move all quantifiers to the left without changing their order. For 

example,  

- ∀X a(X) ˅ ∀Y b(Y)  

∀X ∀Y a(X) ˅ b(Y) 

5. Eliminate existential quantification by using the equivalent function. For 

example,  

∀X ∃Y (mother(X, Y)) ≡ ∀X (mother(X, m(X))) 



∀X ∀Y ∃Z ∀W (food(X, Y, Z, W) ≡ ∀X ∀Y ∀W  (food(X,Y,f(X,Y), W) 

6. Remove universal quantification symbols. 

∀X ∀Y (p(X, Y, f(X, Y))) ≡ p(X, Y, f(X, Y)) 

7. Distribute "and" over "or" to get a conjunction of disjunctions called 

conjunctive normal form. For example, 

a˅ (b˅c) ≡ (a˅b) ˅c 

a∧ (b∧c) ≡ (a∧b) ∧c 

a˅ (b∧c) ≡ (a˅b) ∧ (a˅c) 

a∧ (b˅c) ≡ (a∧b) ˅ (a∧c) 

8. Split each conjunct into a separate clause. For example, 

 (d(X,f(X))˅e(W)ך˅b(X)ך)∧(b(X)˅e(W) ך˅a(X)ך) -

 b(X)˅e(W) ך˅a(X)ך

 d(X,f(X))˅e(W)ך˅b(X)ך

9. Standardize variables apart again so that each clause contains variable 

names that do not occur in any other clause. For example, 

 (d(X,f(X))˅e(W)ך˅b(X)ך)∧(b(X)˅e(W) ך˅a(X)ך) -

 b(X)˅e(W) ך˅a(X)ך 

 d(X,f(X))˅e(V)ך˅b(Y)ך 

 

Example: Use the Resolution Algorithm to prove that “John is happy” with 

regard the following story: 

Everyone passing their AI exam and winning the lottery is happy. But 

everyone who studies or lucky can pass all their exams, John did not study but he 

is lucky. Everyone who is lucky wins the lottery. Prove that John is happy. 

Solution: 

a) Convert all statements to predicate logic. 



∀X pass(X, AI exam) ∧win(X,lottery) → happy(X) 

∀X study(X) ˅ lucky(X) → ∀E pass(X, E) 

 study(john) ∧ lucky(john)ך

∀X lucky (X) →win (X,lottery) 

happy (john)? 

b) Convert the statements from predicate logic to clause forms. 

1.   

∀X ך (pass(X, AI exam) ∧win(X,lottery)) ˅ happy(X) 

∀X ך (study(X) ˅lucky(X)) ˅ ∀E pass(X, E) 

 study(john) ∧ lucky(john)ך

∀X ך (lucky (X)) ˅ win (X,lottery) 

happy (john)? 

2.  

∀X (ךpass(X, AI exam) ˅ ךwin(X,lottery)) ˅ happy(X) 

∀X ך)  study(X) ∧ךlucky(X)) ˅ ∀E pass(X, E) 

 study(john) ∧ lucky(john)ך

∀X ךlucky (X) ˅ win (X,lottery) 

happy (john)? 

2.  

∀X (ךpass(X, AI exam) ˅ ךwin(X,lottery)) ˅ happy(X) 

∀Y ך)  study(Y) ∧ךlucky(Y)) ˅ ∀E pass(Y, E) 

 study(john) ∧ lucky(john)ך



∀Z ךlucky (Z) ˅ win (Z,lottery) 

happy (john)? 

3.  

∀X (ךpass(X, AI exam) ˅ ךwin(X,lottery)) ˅ happy(X) 

∀Y ∀E  ך)  study(Y) ∧ךlucky(Y)) ˅ pass(Y, E) 

 study(john) ∧ lucky(john)ך

∀Z ךlucky (Z) ˅ win (Z,lottery) 

happy (john)? 

 

4. Nothing to do here. 

5.  

(ך pass(X,AI exam) ˅ ךwin(X,lottery)) ˅ happy(X) 

(ך study(Y) ∧ ךlucky(Y)) ˅ pass(Y,E) 

 study(john) ∧ lucky(john)ך

 lucky(Z) ˅ win(Z,lottery)ך

happy (john)? 

 

 

6.  

 win(X,lottery) ˅ happy(X)ך ˅ pass(X,AI exam)ך

(ך study(Y)∧ךlucky(Y))˅ pass(Y,E) ≡ (a∧b)˅c ≡ c˅(a∧b) 

The second statement become:  pass(Y, E) ˅ךstudy(Y) ∧pass(Y, E) ˅ךlucky(Y) 

 study(john)∧lucky(john)ך

 lucky(Z)˅win(Z,lottery)ך

happy(john)? 



7.  

 win(X,lottery) ˅ happy(X)ך ˅ pass(X,AI exam)ך

pass(Y,E) ˅ ךstudy(Y) 

pass(Y,E) ˅ ךlucky(Y) 

 study(john)ך

lucky(john) 

 lucky(Z) ˅ win(Z,lottery)ך

happy(john)? 

9.  

 win(X,lottery) ˅ happy(X)ך ˅ pass(X,AI exam)ך

pass(Y,E) ˅ךstudy(Y) 

pass(M,G) ˅ ךlucky(M) 

 study(john)ך

lucky(john) 

 lucky(Z) ˅ win(Z,lottery)ך

happy(john)? 

 

c) Add the negation of what is to be proved to the clause forms. 

 .happy(john)ך

d) Resolve the clauses to producing new clauses and producing a 

contradiction by generating the empty clause. 

There are two ways to do this, the first is backward resolution and the second is 

forward resolution. 

 

Notes 

 نقوم بنفي المراد اثباته.resolution عند البدء بعملية ال ✓

 fact.يجوز استخدام جملة مرتين اذا كان اصلها  ✓

 

 



d_1) Backward Resolution 

The proving for happy(john) using Backward Resolution is shown as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d_2) Forward Resolution 



The proving for happy(john) using Backward Resolution is shown as follows: 

 

 

 

 

Another Example 

All people that are not poor and smart are happy. Those people that read 

are not stupid. John can read and wealthy. Happy people have exciting life. Can 

anyone found with an exciting life. 

a) 

∀X(ךpoor(X)∧smart(X))→happy(X) 



read(X)→ך stupid(X) 

read(john)∧ wealthy(john) 

happy(X)→ exciting(X,life) 

∃X exciting(X,life) 

Note   ך stupid ≡ smart,    wealthy ≡ ךpoor 

∀X(ךpoor(X)∧smart(X))→happy(X) 

read(X)→smart (X) 

read(john)∧ ךpoor(john) 

happy(X)→ exciting(X,life) 

∃X exciting(X,life) 

b) 

1. 

∀X ך(ךpoor(X)∧smart(X))˅ happy(X) 

 read(X)˅smart(X)ך

read(john)∧ ך  poor(john) 

 happy(X)˅ exciting(X,life) ך

∃X exciting(X,life) 

2.  

∀X  (poor(X)˅ךsmart(X))˅ happy(X) 

 read(X)˅smart(X)ך

read(john)∧ ךpoor(john) 

 happy(X)˅ exciting(X,life) ך

∃X exciting(X,life) 

3.  



∀X  (poor(X)˅ךsmart(X))˅ happy(X) 

 read(Y)˅smart(Y)ך

read(john)∧ ךpoor(john) 

 happy(Z)˅ exciting(Z,life) ך

∃W exciting(W,life) 

4. Nothing to do here. 

5.  

∀X  (poor(X)˅ךsmart(X))˅ happy(X) 

∀Y ךread(Y)˅smart(Y) 

read(john)∧ ךpoor(john) 

∀Z ך happy(Z)˅ exciting(Z,life) 

exciting(W,life) 

6.  

(poor(X)˅ךsmart(X))˅ happy(X) 

 read(Y)˅smart(Y)ך

read(john)∧ ךpoor(john) 

 happy(Z)˅ exciting(Z,life) ך

exciting(W,life) 

7. Nothing to do here. 

8.  

poor(X)˅ךsmart(X)˅ happy(X) 

 read(Y)˅smart(Y)ך

read(john) 

 poor(john)ך

 happy(Z)˅ exciting(Z,life) ך



exciting(W,life) 

9. Nothing to do here. 

 

c) ך exciting(W,life) 

 

 

d) 

d-1) Proving exciting(W,life) using Backward Resolution 

 

 

 

 

d-2) Proving exciting(W,life)using Forward Resolution 



 

 

 

Homework 

Everyone has a parent. The parent of a parent is a grandparent. Prove that 

Ali has a grandparent using Backward Resolution. 

 

Production system 

A production system (also called a rule-based system) is a system based 

on IF… THEN… rules and consisting of three parts: 

1. The Production Rules: A production rule is condition-action pair presented in 

the following form “IF condition THEN action”, and it represents as a single 

chunk of problem-solving knowledge. The condition part of the rule is a pattern 

that determines when the rule may be applied to a problem. The action part 

defines the associated problem-solving step. 



2. The Working Memory: It contains a description of the current state of the 

problem-solving. 

3. The Control Structure: It implements search allowing the production system 

to move towards a goal within the set of rules. The control structure also called 

an interpreter or a recognize-act cycle. 

 

Production system types: 

There are two broad kinds of production system: forward and backward 

chaining systems. In a forward chaining system you start with the initial facts, 

and keep using the rules to draw new conclusions (or take certain actions) given 

those facts. 

 In a backward chaining system you start with some hypothesis (or goal) 

you are trying to prove, and keep looking for rules that would allow you to 

conclude that hypothesis, perhaps setting new subgoals to prove as you go. 

Forward chaining systems are primarily data-driven, while backward chaining 

systems are goal-driven. 

 

Example: 

h1. 

h2. 

Friend1(X):- h. 

Friend1(X):- a, b. 

Friend 2(X):- c(X). 

a :- not(d). 

b :- d. 

b :- e. 

c(2) :- not(e). 

d :- h1, h2. 

e :- h2, h3. 

 

Prove or disprove the goal friend1(X); friend2(X) by using backward and 

forward chaining. 

 



Solution: firstly, each rule should be name to recognize it  

h1. 

h2. 

R1:   Friend1(X):- h. 

R2:   Friend1(X):- a, b. 

R3:   Friend 2(X):- c(X). 

R4:   a :- not(d). 

R5:   b :- d. 

R6:   b :- e. 

R7:   c(2) :- not(e). 

R8:   d :- h1, h2. 

R9:   e :- h2, h3. 

 

Backward chaining 

Start with the first goal friend1(X) 

Matching friend1(X) with the left hand side 

R1:           Friend1(X):- h. false 

R2:         Friend1(X):- a, b. 

                           Matching  a  with the left hand side 

                            R4:   a :- not(d). 

                                              Matching  d  with the left hand side 

                                                R8:         d :- h1, h2. 

        h1  is true and h2 is true then d is 

true 

                                                                   R8 is true 

Return to R4     a :- not(d).   not(d) become false  so a is false then R4 is false 

Return to R2     Friend1(X):- a, b.   because a is false and b is false then     

Friend1(X) is false.         

 

The first goal is disproved so take the second goal to prove it  

friend2(X) 

Matching friend2 (X) with the left hand side 

R3:       Friend2 (X):- c(X). 



                              Matching  c(X)  with the left hand side 

                              R7:     c(2) :- not(e). 

                                       Matching  e  with the left hand side 

                                         R9:     e :- h2, h3. 

                                                 h2 is true and h3 is false then e is false so R9 is 

false 

Return to R7    c(2) :- not(e).    not(e) become true then c(2) is true, so R7 is true 

Return to R3    Friend2 (X):- c(X).     c(X)= c(2) where x=2 

So the second goal friend2(X) proves it where X=2. 

 

 

Forward chaining 

Notes: 

 تهمل مؤقتاً.  notتحتوي على  ruleاي  forward chainingللحل بطريقة ال -1

 . right hand sideو نطابقها مع ال   fact, اي نأخذ كل   factالنبدأ الحل من  -2

 

 

h1. 

h2. 

R1:   Friend1(X):- h. 

R2:   Friend1(X):- a, b. 

R3:   Friend 2(X):- c(X). 

R4:   a :- not(d). 

R5:   b :- d. 

R6:   b :- e. 

R7:   c(2) :- not(e). 

R8:   d :- h1, h2. 

R9:   e :- h2, h3. 

 

 

• Matching h1 with the right hand side in R8 

h1. 



h2. 

R1:   Friend1(X):- h. 

R2:   Friend1(X):- a, b. 

R3:   Friend 2(X):- c(X). 

R4:   a :- not(d). 

R5:   b :- d. 

R6:   b :- e. 

R7:   c(2) :- not(e). 

R8:   d :- h1, h2. 

R9:   e :- h2, h3. 

R10:   d :- h2. 

 

 

 

•  Matching h2 with the right hand side in R9, R10 

d. 

h1. 

h2. 

R1:   Friend1(X):- h. 

R2:   Friend1(X):- a, b. 

R3:   Friend 2(X):- c(X). 

R4:   a :- not(d). 

R5:   b :- d. 

R6:   b :- e. 

R7:   c(2) :- not(e). 

R8:   d :- h1, h2. 

R9:   e :- h2, h3. 

R10:   d :- h2. 

R11:   e :- h3. 

 

 

 

 

• Matching d with the right hand side in R5. 

b. 

d. 

h1. 

h2. 



R1:   Friend1(X):- h. 

R2:   Friend1(X):- a, b. 

R3:   Friend 2(X):- c(X). 

R4:   a :- not(d). 

R5:   b :- d. 

R6:   b :- e. 

R7:   c(2) :- not(e). 

R8:   d :- h1, h2. 

R9:   e :- h2, h3. 

R10:   d :- h2. 

R11:   e :- h3. 

 

• Matching b with the right hand side in R2. 

b. 

d. 

h1. 

h2. 

R1:   Friend1(X):- h. 

R2:   Friend1(X):- a, b. 

R3:   Friend 2(X):- c(X). 

R4:   a :- not(d). 

R5:   b :- d. 

R6:   b :- e. 

R7:   c(2) :- not(e). 

R8:   d :- h1, h2. 

R9:   e :- h2, h3. 

R10:   d :- h2. 

R11:   e :- h3. 

R12:   Friend1(X):- a. 

 

 .الحل بدايةالتي تم اهمالها في   notننتقل ال   factبعد انتهاء ال

not(d) معالجة ال: تمd   مسبقاً و استخدامها كfact لذلك تهمل. 

not(e) نحولها مع ال :fact  .لغرض معالجتها 

not(e). 

b. 

d. 

h1. 

h2. 

R1:   Friend1(X):- h. 

R2:   Friend1(X):- a, b. 

R3:   Friend 2(X):- c(X). 



R4:   a :- not(d). 

R5:   b :- d. 

R6:   b :- e. 

R7:   c(2) :- not(e). 

R8:   d :- h1, h2. 

R9:   e :- h2, h3. 

R10:   d :- h2. 

R11:   e :- h3. 

R12:   Friend1(X):- a. 

 

• Matching not(e) with the right hand side in R7. 

c(2) 

not(e). 

b. 

d. 

h1. 

h2. 

R1:   Friend1(X):- h. 

R2:   Friend1(X):- a, b. 

R3:   Friend 2(X):- c(X). 

R4:   a :- not(d). 

R5:   b :- d. 

R6:   b :- e. 

R7:   c(2) :- not(e). 

R8:   d :- h1, h2. 

R9:   e :- h2, h3. 

R10:   d :- h2. 

R11:   e :- h3. 

R12:   Friend1(X):- a. 

 

 

• Matching c(2) with the right hand side in R3. 

Friend 2(X) 

c(2) 

not(e). 

b. 

d. 

h1. 

h2. 

R1:   Friend1(X):- h. 

R2:   Friend1(X):- a, b. 



R3:   Friend 2(X):- c(X). 

R4:   a :- not(d). 

R5:   b :- d. 

R6:   b :- e. 

R7:   c(2) :- not(e). 

R8:   d :- h1, h2. 

R9:   e :- h2, h3. 

R10:   d :- h2. 

R11:   e :- h3. 

R12:   Friend1(X):- a. 

 

Matching Friend 2(X) with the right hand side, it is not found so the solution is 

stopped after proves the goal Friend 2(X) where X=2. 

 

 

Forwards vs. Backwards Reasoning 

  Whether you use forward or backward reasoning to solve a problem 

depends on the properties of the rule set and initial facts. 

Forward chaining is the best choice if: 

1- All the facts are provided with the problem statement; or 

2- There are many possible goals, and a smaller number of patterns of data; 

or 

3- There isn't any sensible way to guess what the goal is at the beginning 

of the consultation. 

 

Backward chaining is the best choice if: 

1- The goal is given in the problem statement; or 

2- The system has been built so that it asks for pieces of data rather than 

expecting all the facts to be presented to it.        

 

Petri Net 

Also known as a place/transition net or P/T net,  It is a graphical and 

mathematical modeling tool for describing and analyzing different kinds of 



systems. A Petri net is a bipartite directed graph, in which the nodes represent 

transitions (i.e. events that may occur, represented by bars) and places (i.e. 

conditions, represented by circles). The directed arcs describe which places are 

pre- and/or postconditions for which transitions (signified by arrows). 

 

Basic Structure 

A Petri net consists of four elements: places, transitions, edges, and 

tokens. Graphically, places are represented by circles, transitions by 

rectangles, edges by directed arrows, and tokens (Markers) by small solid 

(filled) circles.  

A basic Petri net is shown in Figure 1. This Petri net has four places, 

labeled P0 through P4, and four transitions, labeled T0 through T3. Notice that 

places P0 and P2 each have a single token represented by the black dot inside 

each place. Edges, represented as directed arcs, connect places to transitions and 

transitions to places. In a properly formed Petri net, places cannot be directly 

connected to other places and transitions cannot be directly connected to other 

transitions. Also notice that the Petri net may contain cycles. The Petri net in 

Figure 1 contains two cycles. One cycle contains P0, T0, P1, T1, P3, and T3. 

The other cycle contains T1, P4, T2, and P2. Cycles are common in Petri nets 

which represent activities that happen repeatedly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 1: A Basic Petri Net 

 

The state of a Petri net is represented by the occurrence of the tokens at 

various places. The state of the Petri net in Figure 1 has tokens at places P0 and 

P2. A Petri net changes from one state to the next state when a transition “fires”. 

The firing of a transition involves the transition’s input places and output 

places. 

• The input places for a transition are all those places that have an edge 

directed from the place to the transition.  

• The output places of a transition are all those places that have an edge 

directed from the transition to the place. 

 

For example, in Figure 1 the input places for transition T1 are places P1 and 

P2. The output place for transition T0 is place P1 while the output places for 

transition T1 are places P3 and P4. 

 

The firing rules for a transition are: 

• A transition is able to fire when there is at least one token on each of the 

transition’s input places, and 

• When a transition fires it removes one token from each of its input places 

and produces a single token on each of its output places. 

 

 A transition that is able to fire is said to be enabled and otherwise 

disabled. If there is more than one enabled transition any one of enabled 

transitions may be the next one to fire. 

 The Petri net in Figure 1 will be used to explain how a Petri net changes 

from one state to the next. In Figure 1 the only transition that is able to fire is 

transition T0 because it has a single input place, P0, and that input place has at 



least one token. Notice that transition T1 is not able to fire because it has two 

input places, P1 and P2, and P1 does not have at least one input token. As a 

result of the firing on transition T0, the token in place P0 is removed and a 

single token is created in place P1. This state is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: State after the first transition 
 

In the state of the Petri net shown in Figure 2 transition T1 is able to fire 

because there are input tokens on each of its two input places, P1 and P2. Notice 

that transition T1 was not able to fire in the previous state of the Petri net (as 

shown in Figure 1). The firing of transition T0 in the earlier state create a new 

state (the one shown in Figure 2) in which transition T1 is now able to fire. It is 

common to find that the firing of a transition creates a new state in which 

previously disabled (i.e., unable to fire) transitions now become enabled (i.e., 

able to fire). Notice that in Figure 3, transition T1 is the only transition that is 

enabled. The firing of transition T1 in the state shown in Figure 2 produces the 

new state shown in Figure 3. 



In the state of the Petri net shown in Figure 3 both transitions T2 and T3 

are enabled (i.e., able to fire). As noted about, these transitions may fire in 

either order because the Petri net does not determine which one of the two 

transitions is the next one to fire. The next state of the Petri net is, thus, not 

uniquely determined. The next state can be the one following the firing of 

transition T3 or the one following the firing of transition T2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: State after Transition T1 fires. 

Properties of Petri Nets 

 Sequential Execution 

Transition t2 can fire only after the firing of t1. 

This imposes the precedence of constraints "t2 

after t1" 

 

 

 Synchronization 

Transition t1 will be enabled only when a token 

there are at least one token at each of its input 

places. 



 

 

 Concurrency 

t1 and t2 are concurrent. With this property, 

Petri net is able to model systems of distributed 

control with multiple processes executing 

concurrently in time. 

 

 

 Conflict 

t1 and t2 are both ready to fire but the firing of any leads 

to the disabling of the other transitions. The resulting 

conflict may be resolved in a purely non-deterministic 

way or in a probabilistic way, by assigning appropriate 

probabilities to the conflicting transitions. 

There is a choice of either t1 and t2, or t3 and t4  

 

 

Petri Net Applications 

• Data analysis. 

• Simulation. 

• Software design. 

• Discrete process control. 

• Concurrent programming. 

• Process modeling. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simulation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sequential_function_chart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concurrent_programming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_modeling


 

 

Mathematical Methods 

Petri net provide a variety of well-established mathematical methods to 

analyze, simulate and validate the systems. 

 

 The incidence matrix (m×n) of petri net: 

 

 

Example: Find the incidence matrix for the following petri net: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solution: 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: Find the marking for the following petri net: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  عندما: transitionعبر ال   placeالى placeمن  token(marker): يتم انتقال ال مالحظة

 واحدة فقط.   tokenتحتوي على االقل  على  transitionالتي تؤدي الى ال   placeكل ال 

 

Initial marking: M=(p1, p2, p3, p4, p5) 

 

M0 = (1,0,0,0,0) 

M1 = (0,1,0,0,0) 

M2 = (0,0,1,0,0) 

M3 = (0,0,0,1,0) 

M4 = (0,0,0,0,1) 
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